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Welcome To Immortality

Immortality is a community driven token for medical research. Immortality distributes 8% to holders. This incentivizes all hodlers and rewards people that stay on board. Launched on the 8th November 2021.

In the darkness, there is light and the darkness, no matter how hard it dies, can never overtake the light for that light is immortal and forever. So reach into the blackness and find the silver line. In a voice, I whisper a candle in the night, guided by starlight to carry all our dreams on a single beam of light.

Around thieves, no system can function; around good people, all systems succeed. Immortality is a great long term project that is here to stay.

Project Lead
Kabusake Nakamoto

Official Homepage

https://imt.cx
Our journey was to answer the big questions. Science, more specifically medical research and even more specifically... What is the mechanics of aging, and what can we do to medicate? Yes, hacking immortality and clock aging.

Our team leader, Kabusake Nakamoto, said this of our beginnings, “We are an experiment in decentralized science. The heretic brings the advances, the establishment fights change. We must therefore become heretics, so we can advance the science.”

While none of us could have imagined it at the time, this was a concept that would start a revolution.

Projects built on the foundation of community involvement are the untamed wilderness of our future. As we move further away from rigid structures and traditional mindsets, we become free to discover new ways to solve problems and relate to one another. In a world ruled by the commodification of time, community-run projects are more than just a change of pace, they are a way to practice the radical acceptance of new scientific ideas.

When the generation of knowledge depends on the shared strength of the individuals who make up a collective, we are forced to shift our perspectives to align with those around us. Immortality is our way of recognizing the importance of tearing down this long-established paradigm that aging, illness and death are inevitable.

A community is held together by hundreds, if not thousands, of interconnected moments. By studying those drawn to our project, we realized that true strength does not come from one of us alone, it comes from working together in harmony.

With that thought bright in our minds, we began developing Immortality in earnest.
Why Decentralize Science?

We are standing at a pivotal moment in innovation, community funded decentralized science.

Until now, centralization has been mandatory and set in self-preservation. There have been times in our history where this sort of internal structure played an important role, but in an age with the information of the world available at the click of a button, it’s time to rethink.

Recent events opened our eyes to how little control the average person has in the face of these overarching, generational structures. Over history, new science emerged and scientists spoke out. When scientists spoke out, it tested the waters, it was inspiring, but it didn’t last long. Just when the movement seemed to be on the brink of success, it was throttled by the bureaucracy of centralized society.

People were beaten, murdered, burned alive and knowledge suppressed. Fake scientists appointed in its place, animals tortured and ignorance the order of the day. However, the flame and light of knowledge center in our hearts and minds can never be extinguished and not before this concept of a new power among the people took root.

Before any of these events made international news and were written about in books, Kabusake Nakamoto was already setting his 100% decentralized science community-based, cryptocurrency experiment into motion.
Why Immortality?

Knowledge and its manufacture is the single most expensive endeavor by far. While automation can handle the menial tasks, brain power will always be in short supply and a re-shift of society from banking and loans to one based on research grant funding and the training up of brain jobs, rather than centralized war science used against societies such as was the model of the trinity project society, but community science for the betterment of society. This system based on the majority of humans in research careers is in contrast to universal basic income, in contrast to the banking deposit and loans as the means to fund and order society. Such a society is decentralized and funds research as the primary means of funding itself. This is called DeSci [d-s-eye]. Trinity project and the society that grew around it was the first example of building a society towards a goal, so it is not science, per se, instead it is a science project that results in product. Science is a large field, our part is to specialize and towards answering just one question. Aging and the diseases associated with aging, something that affects each and every person. The decentralized science is funded by everyone, and in turn everyone benefits.

Our Background

You can only fight the way you practice.
-Miyamoto Musashi

Kabusabe Nakamoto approached the creation of our community from a unique perspective.

“We believe through the power of collective decentralization we can build something stronger than a centralized team ever could create.

A token is nothing without the united individuals who give it purpose and all that give it its purpose, inclusive.”

From the early days of Immortality, it affected people deep inside and they immediately understood what was at stake. The prospect was too powerful to ignore and they committed, believed and invested.
And we also committed by the same force that brought us together and grew determined to achieve the goals of the project and accept none less.

Soon people began asking questions and brought forth issues relating to long lifespan, living without sickness and living forever, so principles were developed to build and bind the community to the mission, embracing our founding principles:

1. Money means nothing if you are sick and dying. Immortality is a matter of life and death. Investing is the wise choice.

2. Non-involvement. Immortal tyrants are forbidden. Immortals are forbidden to involve themselves in the affairs of politics and world affairs, they are forbidden to overlord beyond their generation and they are forbidden to be tyrants, psychopaths, monopolize or seek world power. Instead they must learn humility, lay low and concern themselves with their reason for living.

3. Immortals must be deserving of their immortality. Be a good person, always.

4. Never give immortality to the evil and malevolent, the hateful, tyrants or warmongers. Those that spend their days at the expense of others and on the destruction of others. Do not give immortality to people that are not ready to receive it such as those that rape, murder, abuse drugs, the mentally ill and those that have issues and so on. They are neither ready nor deserving of immortality.

5. Work for your Immortality. We were not founded from an existing community, let alone a preassembled team. The brilliant minds behind Immortality had never collaborated before, they were a fresh team of developers, designers, moderators, marketers, and shillers. When you invested, from anywhere in the world, you found where your talents could be used best, and got to work to make your investment wise. This means everyone has to bring something to the table, so the holders and believers in Immortality are the source of all our success.

We are devoted to Immortality. We are proud of where we originated and equally excited for our future. Our founder, Tony Gan, chose to start Immortality, and gave the direction of the currency to our investors (which rapidly grew strong). More and more people invest each day, fellow holders, admins, mods, leaders of international chat rooms, social media influence's, meme makers, shillers, and most of all, friends.
The Fountain of Youth, 1546 painting by Lucas Cranach the Elder
Project Goals

In recent years with the success of Resveratrol, the possibility of life and health extension has gone from fantasy to science. Since Resveratrol the longevity industry has been growing every year with some of the richest and those that have most to live for investing in longevity start ups. Such people as Michael Bloomberg, Jeff Bezos and everyone in Silicon Valley, celebrities are also interested in the longevity field. Recently, Vitalik Buterin was seen meeting with many longevity companies and is supporting several efforts to defeat aging. Some of the biggest corporations in conjunction with colleges and universities around the world are working hard to cure aging and its associated disease, more and more companies are formed every day even Google is in on the act with Calico Life Sciences.

The closer we get to cure aging, the more interest it attracts and the field is growing exponentially, our time is near.

The field is subject to science and knowledge generation is super expensive. Immortality hopes to harness crypto to inject as much as possible over years into curing aging and getting answers. It may take many billions to actually get some answers into aging, longevity and health. Immortality itself is not for profit, all funds are channeled into the pursuit of knowledge relating to solving aging and disease.

*It’s a great prize!*

We have the mandate that ensures we forget any personal interest and are not money driven minds and instead channel the funds into getting results, aging will affect every one of us and one day also you if not already will be the person unable to walk or raise their head at best, at worst dementia could imprison you into a waking death. So let’s get it solved before that happens. Most are insulated by a false sense of their own immortality, but that is an illusion and to those that can awaken, this project is imperative.

Clarify The Goals

*The roadmap to the goal is key.*

There are many in the medical research community that conduct inconclusive research, they would burn through all the grant fund and deliver no results. Therefore, we can only invest in projects and can deliver conclusive research. The models are the lifestyle component, the pill platform and the clinic platform but ultimately its crowd voted into being funding.
First, if we cannot solve gray hair, then what chance do we really have? Our first order is solving gray hair as a test of our ability. Another condition called Cutis Laxa is second on our list which relates to wrinkles and aberration in the composition of materials. We will vigorously try to cure both.

**The Lifestyle Component**

It was discovered that lifestyle played a bigger role in personal health and longevity than pills and the advantage of lifestyle documented concisely. After a person leads a healthy lifestyle, the pills and procedures can be effective.

Goals, scientific literature.

- The lifestyle health information.
- The concise answer to how aging works in the human body, show causation, prove it.
- Delivered as a documentary and in soft copy book form online with full reference to included scientific papers. Updated each year to the latest lifestyle science.
- The documentary also promotes our products. All profits from the products go back into the fund and into research. This ensures the grant fund is infinitely replenished.

**The Pill Platform**

The medical establishment is geared towards molecules. The database of age related drugs [https://genomics.senescence.info/drugs/](https://genomics.senescence.info/drugs/) has 1,821 entries. These do not include molecules relating to preventing all cause morbidity and mortality.

The longevity pill is a compound pill of many molecules that have synergy and do not counter-act. The licensee submit their molecule with their research literature for inclusion. Immortality peer reviews. If the molecule has safety and efficacy, it can be added to the compound pill. The molecule owners receive a royalty, we build the distribution and market.

They present their molecule, we peer review. We release our results on the molecule in relation to longevity and health benefit. The pill platform has distribution and customer base infrastructure established, leaving a researcher only to submit their molecule for inclusion. The customer gets one compound pill or protocol.

This platform is utilized by any lab to get their product to the customer.

The pill is versioned, version 1 to start with 1 molecule, as efficacy is proved more molecules are added and the version of the pill incremented.
The primary candidates of the pill in not discussed in this whitepaper, the first several versions comprise of the usual candidates.

Many molecules are public domain and their investigation and inclusion are peer review, results and then inclusion without requirement for royalty.

Our progress and science literature made public available through website.

The research community should center around a single pill platform because of the canceling out effect of multiple molecules. We plan to make the research and science documentation as important as the product and be evolving and changing the formula for maximum safety and efficacy.

**Colored Pills**

Pills may be colored to denote regime, take 1 every month, 1 every two weeks only, 1 every week only or 1 every day. Some molecules are counter-productive if taken every day.

**Over The Counter Vs. Prescribed**

One version may be general over the counter in the vitamin section of a general store, while another version may require prescription by physician, depending on regulations. Using a telemedicine prescription over the Internet, the version will be shipped. For example, if a customer wants Rapamycin for anti-aging, we check if they have medical issues and then generate a prescription online, perhaps a teleconference interview and then ship it out to them. Compound vs. specialized, single molecule products may also be manufactured, as they may not fit well into a compound pill. Some molecules are specific, for example Benzoxazole which showed a 31% decrease in bone aging or another molecule such as Isrib that shows efficacy in the prevention of neuron-degeneration. These molecules may be products in themselves and not compounded. Some of these molecules may be worthy of pursuit as their own treatments and not compounded. The molecules require science and compounding such molecules also requires science. This science is commonly an expensive process, nations with least regulation will ultimately win precedence. Safety profiles must be established along with efficacy.

The manufacture of the product is likely to be Asia, India, China or SE Asia relative to quality assurance. These products will then be tested for quality control, packaged and ordered online and shipped to customers around the world as a separate process. The process of quality control is done using machines.
Getting widespread subscription for a longevity pill, gives science the prerogative of where they want to take the science, possibly relative to addressing the social health situation, in contrast to “take this, take that” without any real direction.

**The Private Clinic Platform**

*Note: The clinic platform is private, it is not a general practice. It is exclusive to long term holders of Immortality IMT cryptocurrency.*

It was determined unlikely that an oral pill will be of significant effect in reality. It is unlikely that molecules will have a significant effect, perhaps 20% at most, which placebo itself could exceed then again 20% of 100 years of age is 120 and 20% of 80 years of age is 96 which is something to think about. The customer may find a greater health benefit in an air purifier or from pesticide and herbicide free food, by getting respite from chronic environments and behaviors. Being in loving environments with large amounts of friends and families rather than alone in dark place being subject to noise pollution from industrial machines. It is the medical system that is geared towards molecules as the answer to all questions and that direction is more monetary than going where ever the science leads. Immortality is not concerned with making pills for the sake of it, instead causation based answers to aging and therapies to counter the aging process. Our research aims to out ineffective molecules from the discussion and be a catalyst in the field.

However, it is believed that the clinic is where life extension and health extension is to be realized. In clinics performing apheresis and regeneration treatments to specific organs or full body. Perhaps in the surgical inclusion of a mechanical organ that offers superior renal function. These are surgical procedures, some are intravenous or apheresis based, while others are more involved and require high intelligence, expertise and skill, such as gene therapies.

Building this expertise is a long term goal, therefore the singular clinic model. This is not industrial medicine, this is a one specialized clinic at some location in the world using a fly in, fly out model. We expect to fly in double figure groups at each session. The clinic location is relative to regulatory requirements and popularity. When considering the cost of these treatments, a return flight and several days accommodation is minor.

What do we expect to treat at this clinic?

We define health as a physiological state, the science is in the maintenance of a physiological state. Plenty of science, one diagnostic, one goal using many therapies, rather than pushing a different kind of pill such as stem cells today, exosomes tomorrow and so on, we focus on identifying the total state and apply the therapies that move the system.
We are about advancing the procedures with the infrastructure to perform them and so we are concerned predominantly with research and development. The clinic allows us to put our research into practice based on safety and efficacy. The three biggest technologies are hypothalamus/pituitary axis, the micro-environment, signal transduction to chromatin and adding genes.

Other therapies may be more targeted, such as experimental cancer therapies with permission from regulatory agencies.

These three platforms are the infrastructure to perform the technology.

---

**Tokenomics**

The tokenomics is super critical to getting research funded. This is a conflict between getting science funded and getting trade return for investors. We believe we have struck a fair balance.

1) 888,888,888,888 Circulating supply  
2) 444,444,444,444 Grants Fund (out of circulation)  
3) 888,888,888,888 Total Supply

The circulating supply is recommended to remain the same as the total supply to avoid any confusion as occurred with Shiba Inu recently. The total amount of coins possible is 888,888,888,888 and it cannot be changed as contract ownership has been renounced, therefore the currency is deflationary.

Grants are made from the grant fund using a monetary policy that mixes small grants with big news announcements. So that the grant and its use does not affect the price of IMT in the market negatively. We have on staff a market psychologist to take care that any grant is seen as positive for the market. The grant is tied with progress of Immortality cryptocurrency. This is a community project and there is to be adequate public consultation before any grants are made using the grant fund governance model which is a lengthy process. It is a crowd funded model, except no funds are required, instead it is a crowd voted model, using a crowd voting dashboard.

Demonstration: https://imt.cx/polls/
Grant recipients generally have no affiliation with Immortality IMT but must show that they support the cryptocurrency and its usage and especially not dump an IMT grant for some other currency impacting its prices negatively on the markets. They should organize acceptance of IMT as payment for all work, salary, wages etc. They must push IMT as payment for their needs. For this, we may be required to set up IMT based products and services website where IMT is accepted for all products and services so that IMT can be used as a complete monetary solution. They are instructed not to dump IMT. **Priority given to those, that show they are holders of IMT, honoring amount of time IMT is being held and amount of balance holding.**

4) Buyback IMT Program

All profits from products we sell are used to buyback IMT circulating supply.

Grants debase Immortality momentarily, so profits from products are used to pro-base immortality. The rate at which the grant fund can be used is relative to profits, we understand that price decreases are avoided at all costs. Obverse, we could announce the grant, wait for the dip and then announce price raising news some time later.

At some stage we expect Immortality range of products to be profitable with some treatments priced accordingly and that to be the primary source of grants. Immortality is not for profit, all funds are for and go back into buying IMT and into more medical research grants. The grant fund is infinitely replenished by the profits from the products that grants produce.

5) 2% Dev Team – Marketing and Operations (from transactions, total supply is fixed)

6) 8% Interest To Hodlers Investors (from transactions, total supply is fixed)

7) Can Burn – No.

8) Can Rebase – No.

Both burning and rebasing are NOT possible. We only have one chance, one moonshot into curing aging.

9) No call backs. The smart contract is open source and renounced.

10) Liquidity is locked.

On 12th November 2021 Immortality rose on the Binance smart chain blockchain. Binance vowed to protect Immortality on the Binance smart chain and liquidity is
locked. Locked liquidity means that no one has no access to any funds and is a statement that we are committed to building the products that we promise. DeSci can no longer be stopped and so we shall prevail.

Immortality had renounced ownership, which makes it virtually impossible to change contract code. The smart contract is locked to the blockchain and no one change it.

Immortality can be purchased on the various exchanges.

All funds are used on the project aims.

Immortality is not for profit. All funds and profits go into longevity research.

We understand that our actions can affect your investment, and so we shall work hard to keep the price stable and appreciating with time.

**Dormant Maturation Period**

As effective grants are associated with the valuation of Immortality, a dormant maturing period is in place until it becomes monetarily ideal to initiate a round of funding.

**Grants Fund Governance**

Grants are based on a community voting system that votes on submitted projects. The grants fund is to be held in trust by a large research and college institution as per the roadmap which a multi-sig arrangement to using the funds. The use of funds are to cure aging and age related disease and the trustee institutions are in the field of doing such.
A demonstration of the dashboard is available at [https://imt.cx/polls](https://imt.cx/polls)

The various application forms are available from [https://imt.cx](https://imt.cx) from the bottom or from the top-bar menu links.

These voting options....

1. Lock for a subsequent year, no round of funding, review again in one year.
   ○ Funding a project with the correct level of marketing could be a positive for the project in the market, while price action would deem, no action re-lock as the best choice for that year. The locking of the wallet is revisited once each year, every year depending on the vote tally and the board recommendations mixing project health with science advisory.

2. Dormant maturation period, lock for subsequent one year, review again in one year.
   ○ Option number 2 is the same as option number 1, only it determines the reason for not funding as one of Immortality market capitalization being not ready to handle funding a project while funding a project might be a positive as products are produced which further fund Immortality.

3. Issue a round of funding and then re-lock the wallet for another year.
   ○ Open to any lab or project would have added via the dashboard, a prospective project to fund and the community and board through voting would have voted on a list of submitted projects and sorted them by popularity. A round of funding, perhaps the top handful of projects are officially funded using the grants fund. The fund is then re-locked for another year less the funded projects. The board and science advisory will have the final say on what gets funded in achieving the goals of Immortality, which are the cure of aging and age related disease and a product possibility out of the project.

4. Fund an internal operation and then re-lock the wallet for another year.
   ○ The reason is not science funding but required for Immortality, such as listing Immortality to be traded on Coinbase or the Binance exchange in the future. Such a use of funds would be positive for Immortality. The remaining funds are re-locked after the round of funding in a year by year basis.
5. Forget the science. Burn the fund.

   ◦ A choice to burn the entire or partial grants fund, send it to a dead wallet. The grants fund and the tokens no longer exist.

**Proposing a Project To Fund**

Funding is open to any lab or science operation in the field of medicine specifically aging and age related disease. The dashboard provides the ability to submit a project and open it up to be voted on by investors, parties owning the token.

The dashboard provides facility for...

1) New projects to be nominated in the field of longevity science

2) Voting and polling on those projects by anyone.
Immortality Code of the Future
Automatic Hiring Policy

Everyone is hired in the service of promoting Immortality $IMT with proof of work and payment in IMT. Proof of work claims can be sent to invoices@imt.cx

When you promote, get some proof of the promotion and its effect. This proof of work might be an investor buying $69.69 of IMT so that it denotes your claim or devise another method, basically show proof of work.

Immortality reserves the right to deny all involvement and definitely no scams are supported. You cannot say you are from the Dev team, so it is more as an affiliation program.

All invoices are paid in IMT and so include address to pay to send. Price action denotes when you are paid so that we make best use of funds.

An online dashboard is to be programmed to automate and faucet the program so people can submit their proof of work and be auto-paid.

This is a past tense arrangement.

Subject: Work Done (name)

Automatic Dex Listing Policy

If you have a dex or listing site or promotional / business platform or want to act as a broker and want to list Immortality IMT on your service, simply do so and then send the invoice to invoices@imt.cx with proof of listing and associated information, payment address. All payments are in IMT. Price action denotes when you are paid so that we make best use of funds. Refrain from sending us offers as you will be redirected to this whitepaper, this is a past tense arrangement.

Immortality reserves the right to deny all involvement and definitely no scams are supported. You cannot say you are from the Dev team, so it is more as a broker program.
Not For Profit

Immortality is not for profit. That is why we created the development wallet.

Donate to the address below to help the project:

0x90ADd8453D8Cd3F1c3FF336F9C07de6a63C0E979

Accepted: Any token, email with token if not IMT or BNB
People

Who is Satoshi Nakamoto?

Tony Gan – Founder, board member
tony@imt.cx

Kabusake Nakamoto – Project lead
kabusake@imt.cx

Kishie Ukita – Marketing, social media, public relations
info@imt.cx
kishie@imt.cx

Kuno Orochi - Web platforms
kuno@imt.cx
Hoga Toru – Market psychology
hoga@imt.cx

Mike Wallace – Science advisor
mike@imt.cx

Hotori Gawara – Biochemist lab lead
hotori@imt.cx

Honori Iwama – Accounting
honori@imt.cx

Promotion Team 20 people – Planned for the future

Professional Speaker – Planned for the future
Why IMT Is A BEP-20 Token?

The invention of Ethereum was revolutionary to the blockchain ecosystem as a whole, as for the first time ever, people gained a way to launch their own tokens and smart contracts. For years, the Ethereum network was the default place for launching innovative blockchain based projects. However, Immortality redistribution rewards are generous at 8% and the development team requires 2% to conduct operations. We felt that this on top of the Ethereum gas fees was excessive and so we opted without prejudice for the next largest network being the Binance network. Binance is a convenient and user friendly service which makes it a great choice to launch a token and we are proud to be part of the Binance Smart Chain. This is the reason that IMT uses the technology of BEP-20 Token.

How To Buy IMT?

You can swap Binance Coin (BNC) for Immortality Coin (IMT) on the various swaps namely Pancakeswap. Binance offers their in house wallet named Binance Wallet which allows credit purchase of BNC and then once you have BNC you can swap it into IMT. It can also be purchased using other wallets, including the popular Metamask wallet by adding both Binance and IMT. Immortality can also be purchased from CheeseSwap and JulSwap. Visit https://imt.cx for more info.

Safe Investing

The development team is always working on building a safe investment environment for our investors. We are doing this by...

- promoting the coin so that investment stays profitable.
- not engaging in impulsion the investor to buy.
- not engaging in predatory behaviors.
- building partnerships with trusted organizations.
- by genuinely committing to the project in an honest way.
- allowing time to prove the honesty and dedication of the project.
Proof of IMT

Proof of locked liquidity:

Mudra Locker 7 years.

https://mudra.website/?certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0xfa56e9abcaa45207be5e43cf475ee061768ca915
Proof of renouncing ownership:

Ownership renounced

![Table showing smart contract details]

Smart Contract Audits
MarketMove
https://audit.marketmove.ai/contract-audit/0x2bf2141ed175f3236903cf07de33d7324871802d
Disclaimer

The content of this whitepaper is provided for information purposes only and shall not in any way constitute an investment advice or investment recommendation in any product discussed. Buy at your own risk. It is strongly recommended that you seek professional investment advice before making any investment decision. Any investment decision that you make should be based on an assessment of your risks in consultation with your investment adviser.

Immortality IMT cryptocurrency is purchased from exchanges such as PancakeSwap. The development team does not receive any monies. Investors swap one value for another, which they still have, but the same value in the crypto coin rather than the previous currency they used. This is usually done with a speculation that in the future, the price goes up, and goes down, making that value either a positive or negative investment. It is also done when two parties agree to accept the token in commerce. Exchanges manage the trading. Exchanges most often have no affiliation with the coins.

Cryptocurrency, namely Bitcoin was invented by Satoshi Nakamoto as a reaction to corruption in governments, central banks and financial departments. Their regulation can only lead to the same corruption. Cryptocurrencies are peer to peer with an open ledger rather than centralized and closed ledger. Every node has a complete copy of the ledger.

Documentation Updates

Documentation, website, whitepaper and documentation updates may occur without notice. Versions numbers are updated as required and changes summary may be included.
Changes

Version 1.1:

1. X-Prizes may be employed – such as a cure for gray hair and wrinkles.
2. Hoga, added directive to develop a stable trading strategy.
3. Kishie, added directive to get more people trading Immortality.

Version 1.2:

1. Added Grants Fund Governance

Version 1.3:

1. Automatic Hiring Policy
2. Automatic Dex Listing Policy
3. Team photo and email added